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Key Information:

Executive Summary:
Cadre Plan was appointed to develop a conceptual
framework for Integrated Development Plans that are
responsive to functional regional economies and facilitate
spatial transformation on behalf of SALGA.

Currently, IDPs, as cross-sectoral planning instruments,
respond to political and administrative boundaries but are
insufficient to ensure that local governments play their role
in ensuring the long-term sustainability of their
municipalities.

This is due to the geographical limitations and short-term
planning horizons of IDPs. The study aimed to develop a
framework that allows local governments to understand
and plan within their regional contexts and to support the
conceptualisation of a cross-border region.

PROJECT FOCUS

The project involved a thorough analysis of all the South
African metropolitans.

The project focused on:

• Determining possible regions that require a regional
IDP.

• Understanding how regions functions and are formed
in South Africa.

• Developing a detailed guide to assist local
governments in conducting strategic planning.

• Making recommendations that SALGA should perform
in support of municipalities.

ANALYSIS

In the analysis, Cadre focused on synthesising the latest
IDPs and SDFs, which led to an in-depth contextual
understanding of the municipalities, regions and factors to
consider in the pursuit of regional development and the
benefits of regionalism.

The analysis presented the need for conceptualising and
analysing a cross-border region within the context of
multiple authorities.

Figure 3 indicates the influence of various regional
interventions and flagship projects (black dots) in an
impoverished region. It shows how such interventions could
form new nodes (red dots) or further stimulate existing
nodes in the surrounding area, adjacent municipalities,
and provinces.

The figures on the right indicate how cross- border thinking
and planning can result in interventions, linkages and
connections. These connections can benefit the
immediate area surrounding the intervention and the
adjacent regions, communities, municipalities, districts,
provinces, and neighbouring countries.

The challenge is to “find” appropriate regions where such
interventions are possible and feasible.
Made recommendations that SALGA should perform in
support of municipalities.

This project focused on developing a framework to support
the conceptualisation of a cross-border region.

It comprised the following:
• Part A (Location & Context).
• Phase B (Contextual Framework).
• Phase C (Development Framework)
• This phase included the visions, goals, objectives,

strategies, and flagship projects.
• Phase D (Implementation Framework)
• This phase described the business plans for the

flagship projects.
•

Figure 1 - Region with no strong economic node

Figure 2 - Influence of regional intervention

The project concluded in April 2018 and we were
satisfied with the performance of Cadre Plan. We
can recommend them for human settlements,
precinct planning, spatial planning, policy and
planning project

-Charles Parkerson,
Director: Economic Development (SALGA)“

Client Feedback

Figure 3 -Strengthening a linear region
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